SWISS PRECISION
CONNECTS THE WORLD
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ADVANTAGE THROUGH
PARTNERSHIP

Completely committed to
our cause
Since the company was founded, Gilgen Door Systems
has had just one goal: perfect automatic drive units for
doors, gates and platform screen doors. We focus entirely
on our area of expertise – and our customers. Because
our systems are only perfect if our customers are satisfied.

Beyond the borders
To fulfil your wishes, we venture further and further
beyond the usual industry standards – in development,
production, installation and service. This initially made us
the Swiss market leader and eventually a successful global
company. You, too, can rely on a partnership with Gilgen
Door Systems for your automatic door and gate systems.

“Being the Swiss market leader
is not enough for us. We support
our customers around the world in
supplying the best automatic door
and gate systems. In doing so, we
also export precision, organisation
and reliability.”
Martin Plüss
CEO Gilgen Door Systems
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DRIVE FOR
SOPHISTICATED SOLUTIONS

Perfection you will never see
Whenever automatic doors and gates function smoothly anywhere in
the world, there are Swiss values behind them: our art of engineering,
precision and the assurance that everything will work, from planning
through to service.

The core: the drive system

The choice is yours

The drive constitutes the bulk of our development work.

Our innovative systems are as varied as life itself – and

It works best when you barely notice it: day in, day out,

aligned with people’s lives. From structures based on

our systems bring countless people together or to their

standard modules to custom-made designs, we supply

destination, making their daily lives easier.

optimised solutions that blend seamlessly into the
architectural setting and integrate optimally into your
system. They provide security, functionality and Swiss
design.
Door systems for comfortable passageways
Security doors tailored to individual concepts
Gate systems that slide, tip, fold, revolve, lift
Partition systems for converting indoor spaces
Platform screen doors for safety on public transport
Specialised solutions, e.g. for tunnels, funicular
railways and gondola cabins
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AUTOMATIC
DOOR SYSTEMS

Comfortable passageways
We offer a wide range of products for the highest
demands. With many options available in terms of glass,
colour and materials, our products can be implemented
perfectly in line with your ideas. And in addition to
everyday practicality, we also pay attention to energy
efficiency, hygiene and the lawful and orderly flow of
people.

Door systems
Sliding doors
Curved sliding doors
Swing doors
Folding doors
Revolving doors
Fire doors
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AUTOMATIC
SECURITY DOORS

The highest level of security
Our individual security concepts can be used in any
situation imaginable – from closing off areas, to accessing
high-security areas. The pioneering and comprehensive
solutions combine security and organisation with
sophisticated design.

Security doors
Waist-high turnstiles
Sensor-activated doors
High turnstiles
Revolving security doors
Pedestrian interlocks
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AUTOMATIC
INDUSTRIAL GATE
AND DOOR SYSTEMS

Free flow
Automatic industrial gate and door systems allow for
any kind of opening. They provide fast and secure entry.
When closed, our gates and doors, gate and door drive
units and barriers guarantee maximum protection for
company premises, indoor car parks and private property.

Slide, fold, revolve, tip, lift
From a drive through to a complete gate or door, we
provide you with high quality and low-maintenance
reliability for a variety of applications, including roller
shutters, high-speed doors and sectional overhead doors.
The automatic gate and door drive units slide, fold,
revolve, tip or lift your gates and doors – customised
according to your wishes, in all directions, and perfectly
adapted to the space available.

Gate and door systems
Sectional overhead doors
Roller shutters
Roller grilles
High-speed doors
Sliding fire doors
Loading technology
Barriers
Gate and door drive units
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AUTOMATIC
PARTITION SYSTEMS

Flexible interior design
Walls are static and usually opaque. Automatic partition
systems from Gilgen Door Systems are quite the opposite:
they are flexible, transparent and aesthetic. Do you want
to easily adapt a room to a new situation? Or perhaps
close off some areas while maintaining transparency?
Our automatic collapsible sliding-wall systems can do
just that.

Systems that move
The collapsible sliding-wall systems, which have been
tested to Security Class 2, allow for a multitude of
options to separate interior spaces in an elegant way. The
flexible choice of layout and selection of panel materials
open up a whole world of possibilities to you. The lines
of the wall when closed adapt to the lines, curves and
corners of your room design.
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AUTOMATIC
PLATFORM SCREEN
DOORS

Platform screen doors for metro
and railway stations
Public transport risks must be minimised in growing
metropolitan areas. Full- and half-height platform screen
doors separate platforms from railway tracks, preventing
accidents and safeguarding operations. In warmer
countries, platform screen doors also help to save energy
in air-conditioned stations.

Secure and efficient
Our professional solutions give you peace of mind
that the desired separation between passengers and
day-to-day rail traffic is maintained. And in the event
of an emergency, we are available around the clock,
have trained partners on site, and have the necessary
replacement parts to hand.
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CUSTOM-MADE
SOLUTIONS

Individual solutions
For us, automation knows no bounds. Whether for
tunnels, funicular railways or gondolas, or simply your
own ideas, we are motivated by complex assignments.
They require individual solutions that we can provide
– for special functions and dimensions, and for specific
architectural designs.

Customer-specific solutions
Our engineering team collaborates closely with you to
produce custom-made solutions. Once you give your
approval, we plan them, produce them, and install them
– all with the usual Swiss precision.
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CUSTOMER
SERVICE

Individual development
When developing our drive systems, there are two
important aspects we take into consideration – state-ofthe-art technology, but first and foremost our customers
and their needs. This is how we continuously perfect our
solutions while ensuring our products can be optimally
integrated into your systems.

Tailor-made production
Our production process allows us to manufacture
components and automatic door, gate and partition
systems quickly and in line with your needs. Here, too,
we focus entirely on your satisfaction.

Ready-to-use installation
We ensure that systems are installed smoothly and
punctually on site. Direct coordination with construction
management and flexible operational planning are just as
much a part of our service as qualified commissioning of
the system and handover to you.

Best service
Our customer service will provide you with comprehensive
support: with training sessions, specialist advice, technical
support, and our replacement parts service. The customer
service team are themselves familiar with installation and
servicing and, depending on the specific circumstances,
can help you quickly over the telephone or directly on site.
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OUR VALUES
INSPIRE INTERNATIONALLY

Upgrades
– Value retention
of systems

Advice
and sales
– Clarification of needs
– Development of
possible solutions

A trusted partner since 1961
Our company was founded in 1961 and its head office is situated in Schwarzenburg near Bern,
Switzerland. We have 1,100 employees around the world who ensure the high availability of your
automatic systems.

Customer service
– 24h x 7 x 365 days
– Maintenance
– Guarantee of
functionality

GILGEN DOOR SYSTEM

LIFECYCLE
MANAGEMENT

Project
management
– Detailed planning
– Customised
adaptation

1961: Company for automatic doors and gates founded as a sole proprietorship
1969: First subsidiary in Switzerland opens
1985: Foundation of the first subsidiary abroad
2016: New head office built in Switzerland, and acquisitions made abroad

Commissioning
– Fine-tuning of
functions
– Handover to the
customer

Production
Installation
– Coordination of
construction interfaces
– Professional
installation

– Production of
the system

Member of the Nabtesco Group
Gilgen Door Systems AG has been a member of the Nabtesco Group since 2011. Headquartered
in Tokyo, this globally active system- and component supplier is listed on the Japanese stock
exchange. The Group employs around 7,000 staff around the world. Nabtesco has a strong market
presence, with 10 sites in Japan and 38 international subsidiaries.

All processes are on track
We provide a complete service offering and can collaborate with all of the
parties involved on your behalf. In doing so, we take into consideration the
standards and regulations with regard to security, fire protection, access
control, environmental protection and civil engineering. We manage and
monitor the entire project with certified processes and state-of-the-art
technologies. You benefit from having continuous schedule and cost control,
and Swiss punctuality and reliability.
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GILGEN DOOR SYSTEMS
AT A GLANCE

Gilgen Door Systems head office
Gilgen Door Systems subsidiaries

+ 70 COUNTRIES

ONE IN 5 DOORS

With our products, we are present

globally are produced by Nabtesco

in over 70 countries.

with the brands NABCO and Gilgen
Door Systems.

+ 50 YEARS
Gilgen Door Systems has been

CERTIFICATES

providing quality and experience

ISO 9001 / 14001 / 45001 and TÜV

since 1961.
24 / 7 / 365
+ 150 PRODUCTS

Our customer service is available for

all available in a multitude of

you around the clock.

options.
+ 1,100 EMPLOYEES
around the world dedicate
themselves to our customers
every day.
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Head Office

Gilgen Door Systems France S.à.r.l.

Gilgen Door Systems AG

2 – 12, rue du chemin des Femmes

Freiburgstrasse 34

Immeuble Odyssée – C

CH-3150 Schwarzenburg

FR-91300 Massy

T +41 31 734 41 11

Tel. +33 1 70 84 90 45

Sales Switzerland

Gilgen Door Systems UK Limited

Gilgen Door Systems AG

Securiparc House

Untermattweg 22

Wimsey Way

CH-3027 Bern

GB-Alfreton, Derbyshire, DE55 4LS

Tel. 0848 80 44 88

Tel. +44 800 316 6994

Gilgen Door Systems Germany GmbH

Gilgen Door Systems Italy S.r.l.

Hauptstraße 63

Via della Fisica, 4

DE-77815 Bühl

IT-40068 San Lazzaro di Savena (BO)

Tel. +49 7223 80 887 614

Tel. +39 051 70 49 45

Gilgen Door Systems Austria GmbH
Concorde Business Park 1 / E / 1 / 4
Global sales partners can be found at

Tel. +43 17 06 58 66

www.gilgendoorsystems.com/locations
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Member of the

Group

www.gilgendoorsystems.com

